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Stay tuned with the SURE-stories newsletter

With this newsletter we will update you on the latest developments, products and innovations from both SUREFAS and SURETEX.
 subscribe now



Next generation fasteners
For spots where textile fasteners really make that difference. We supply products that add value in quality, functionality and looks. Making you or your products stand off from the crowd. Either by solving your problem, saving you money or simply ensuring priceless experience. Here is how.
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Safe and secure
A secured fastener that won't pop loose. Designed with no protruding pins, a perfect grip, PERFIX is a one of a kind fastener that is safe, durable and above all looks great.

 Explore PERFIX
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Tight and easy
For any fabric that needs to be tight and secure. Where a stretch function is of help, Q-SNAP is the perfect solution. It is 100% corrosion free and with holding force of over 500N on up to 90

 Explore Q-SNAP
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Made to last
Sometimes a plain press fastener is all you need. Yet in the proper quality for outdoor use. With CAF-316 you can rely on 100% corrosion free and stable opening and closing action.

 Explore CAF-316
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made to match
Imagine a screw stud on deck of your beautiful boat used to fix a cover being 100% corrosion free and that blends away in the deck color. Until now it was considered impossible. Until now.

 Explore CAF-COMPO



Applications
From boats, cars and bikes to luggage, bags and posters, our fasteners serve professionals and end users all over the world.
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fixing boat covers, cushions, tents, sun-beds and solar-panels
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fixing covers, cabriolet, luggage nets and floor mats
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facilitating any click-on click-off feature
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any spot where safety counts to the double
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in- or outdoor furniture, cushions, umbrella's or parasol
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enabling smart designs to enjoy the outdoor life
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either against sun, wind or for projection
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see where our products made the difference




Professionals Choice
From the first time I've used Q-SNAP, I never stopped working with it. It is reliable and super fast. I simply love it!
 Mike Johnson, Mike's Custom Canvas, Virginia Beach, USA




As a user of the first hour, I have used SUREFAS products on cushions, on wind and sun screens, and even on a pick-up truck.
 And I especially appreciate these smart tools. They really show that the team behind SUREFAS knows what it takes to make a nice cover or tent even better.
 Frans Keizer, Schokker Sailmakers, Volendam, NL




You see, we make our covers nicely tight. It looks better and it provides a better protection. Anyway, we set up a test on request of a boatbuilder. And from the moment we started working with SUREFAS products, I am a real fan!
 Mike Erickson, Canvas Designers Inc., Riviera Beach, USA




As a well established name like Gaastra, we need to rely on the product. Just the fact that it is made of 316 Stainless steel, make us confident to use it in our high quality products.
 Best of all, my boys love to work with SUREFAS products.
 Jan Miedema, Gaastra Sailmakers, Heeg, NL
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Spotted On
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Available around the world
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>Inventing Solutions
Being a technical engineer I always strive to make things better. Over 10 years ago I set myself a goal to design fasteners that are built to stand off from the crowd. Products that excel in function, looks and quality. Fasteners that will serve us with pleasure year after year. Today I am proud to say that our products define a new standard for the industry.
Together with my team of specialists, I am proud to see our efforts are acknowledged by the many awards and even more returning customers every day. We have the pleasure to be working with some of the best boat builders, fabricators, bike designers, caravan manufacturers and many more.
Everyday I am surprised to see how these small parts can make such a difference.
George G. Veldhoen | Founder and lead engineer
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Our promise
Since 2003, our team is dedicated to supply the best textile fastening systems in the world. A strong team of technical inventors, high quality production facilities and an excellent feeling for customer needs is determined to bring real solutions to this market.



 smart
listening and working closely with everyday users of fasteners and fabric allows our team to turn offer real solutions.


 Elegant
For us as important as function: looks. making you and your product look great.


 Built to last
world's first class production facilities enable us to proudly grant up to a lifetime warranty on our products.
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